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5.5 The Hypergeometric Probability Distribution

a. [,et x denote the number of calculators in thrs package of 10 that will be retumed for refund or replace-

ment wirhin a2-yeu period. Using the binomial probabilities table, obtain the probabiliti'distribution

of x and draw a graph of the probability distribution. Determine the mean and standard deviation of 'r'

b. Using the probabitity distribution of part a, find the probability that exactly 2 of the 10 calcula-

. tors will be returned for refund or replacement within a 2-year period. 'E u-

5.59 A fast food chain store conducted a taste survey before marketing a new hamburger' The results of

the survey showed thatl}va of the people who tried this hamburger liked it. Encouraged by this result,

the company decided to market the new hamburger. Assume that l\Vo of all people like this hamburger'

On a certain day, eight customers bought it for the first time'

a. I-,et xdenote the number of customers in this sample of eight who will like this hamburger' Us-

ing the binomial probabiliries table, obtain the probability distribution of x and draw a graph of

the probability distribution. Determine the mean and standard deviation of ;r.

b. Using the probability distribution of part a, find the probability that exactly three of the eight cus'

' tomers will like this hamburger.

5,5 The Hypergeometric Probg!{ttylistribution

ln Section 5.4, we learned that one of the conditions required to apply the binomial probabil-

ity distribution is that the trials are independent, so that the probabilities of the two outcomes

or events (success and failure) remain constant. if the trials are not independent' we cannot apply

the binomial probabitity distribution to find the probability of r successes in n trials. In such

cases we replace the binomial by the hypergeometric probability distribution' Such a case

occurs when a sample is drawn without replacement from a finite population.

As an example, suppose 207o of all auto parts manufactured at a company are defective'

Four auto parts are selecied at random. What is the probability that three of these four parts are

good? Note that we are to find the probability that three of the four auto parts are good and one

is defective. In this case, the population is very large and the probability of the first' second'

third, and fourth auto parts being defective remains the same at '20' Similarly' the piobability

of any of the parts being good remains unchanged at .80. Consequently, we will apply the bi

nomial proUabitity distribution to find the probability of three good parts in four'

Now suppose this company shipped 25 auto pafts to a dealer. Later, it finds out that 5 of

those parts were defective. By the time the company manager contacts the dealer, 4 auto parts

from that shipment have already been sold. What is the probability that 3 of those 4 parts were

good parts und I *ut defective? Here, because the 4 parts were selected without replacement

irq. u small population, the probability of a part being good changes from the first selection

to the second selection, to the third selection, and to the fourth selection. In this case we can-

not apply the binomial probability distribution. In such instances' we use the hypergeometric

probability distribution to find the required probability.

Hypergeometric Probability Distribution
" *re

- - ;
Let

N : total number of elements in the population

r : number of successes in the population

N - r : number of failures in the population

n : number of trials (sample size)

, x: number of successes in n trials

n - x : number of failures in n trials

The probability of .r successes in n trials is given by

P(t) : t9'l-'Ct-:- t. ' 
,,tC,

Examples 5-15 and 5-16 provide applications of the hypergeometric probability distribution.
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Colculoting probobility by
using hypergeometric "

distribution formula.

Colculoting probobility by
using hypergeometric
distribution formulo.

r EXAMPLE 5-I5
Brown Manufacturing makes auto parts that are sold to auto dealers. Last week the company
shipped 25 auto parts to a dealer. Later, it found out that 5 ofthose parts were defective. gy th"time the company manager contacted the dealeq 4 auto parts ffi that shipment rrao arreaoybeen sold. what is the probability that 3 of those 4 parts were good parts and I was defective?

Solution Let a good part be called a success and a defective part be called a failure. Fromthe given information,

N : totar number of erements (auto parts) in the population : 25-
r : number of successes (good parts) in the population : 20

N - r : number offailures (defective parts) in the population : 5
n : number of trials (sample size) = 4

x : number of successes in four trials : 3

n - x : number of failures in four trials : 1

Using the hypergeometric formula, we calculate the required probability as follows:

P ( x : 3 )  : t * : * # =
25!

no\ --'t\l
' t '

( t  t40)(5): 
rrs5o 

= '4506

Thus' the probability that 3 of the 4 parts sold are good and 1 is defective is .4506.
In the above calculations' the values ofcombinations can either be calculated oring tt e to,mula learned in Section 4.6.3 (as done here) or by using a calculator. r

I EXAMPLE 5-I5
Dawn corporation has 12 employees who hold manageriar positions. of them, 7 are femare
and 5 are male' The company is planning to send 3 of thesol2 managers to u ronr.r.n.". ti3 managers are randomly selected out of 12,

(a) find the probability that all 3 of them are female
(b) find the probability that ar most 1 of them is a female

Solution Let the selection of a female be called a success and the selection of a male becalled a failure.

(a) From the given information,

N : total number of managers in the population : 12
r : number of successes (females) in the population = 7

N - r = number of failures (males) in the population = 5
n = number of selections (sample size) : 3
r : number of successes (females) in three selections =. 3

n - x : number of failures (miles) in three selections : 0

Using the hypergeometric formula, we calculate the required probability as tbllows:

P(.r:3) - 'Cru- 'c '- ' :  rc:s,co = (1?!t)  
=.1591' 

NCn nC, 220 
- 'LJ'

Thus, the probability that all 3 of the managers selected are ferirale is .1591.

.--

3!(20 -  3) !
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5.5 The Hypergeometric Probability Distribution

(b) The probability that at most 1 of them is a female is given by the sum of the proba-
bilities that either none or I of the selected managers is a female.

To find the probability that none of the selected managers is a female, we use

N : total number of managers in the population : 12- -

r = number of successes (females) in the population : 1

N - r : number of failures (males) in the population : 5

n : number of selections (sample size) : 3

x : number of successes (females) in three selections = 0

n - x : number of failures (males) in three selections : 3

Using the hypergeometric formula, we calculate the required probability irs follows:

P(x:0) -  'C'r ' t  ' rCn- '  : 'Co:Ct = 
( t ] ! l0) 

:  '0455
,Cn ,rC, 220

To find the probability that 1 of the selected managers is a female, we use

N = total number of managers in the population = 12

r = number of successes (females) in the population : 7

N - r = number of failures (males) in the population : 5

n : number of selections (sample size) : 3

x : number of successes (females) in three selections : 1

n - x : number of failures (males) in three selections : 2

Using the hypergeornetric formula, we obtain the required probability as follows:

P(-r :  l )  -  'C'uLCn-'  -  ' 'Ct!C' :99 
= 3182- t 

,Cn ,rC.' 220

The probability that at most I of the 3 managers selected is a female is

P ( x <  1 )  :  P ( * : 0 )  + P ( x -  1 )  : . 0 4 5 5 + . 3 1 8 2 : . 3 6 3 7  I

,l.EXERC|SES
I

r I CONCEPTS AND PROCEDURES

5.60 Explain the hypergeometric probability distribution. Under what conditions is this probability distri-
bution applied to find the probability of a discrete random variable x? Give one example of the applica-
tpaqf the hypergeometric probability di stribution.

$.ety'*tN 
=tE 3, and n : 4. Using the hypergeometric probability distribution formula, find

'"t^p. P(x:2\ b. P(x : 0t c. P(x < l)
I

5.62/-etN : 14, r = 6, and n : 5. Using the hypergeomefric probability distribution formula, find
\_,/ a. P(x = 4) b. P(x : 5) c. P(x < 1)

5.63 Let N : 11, r = 4, and n : 4. Using the hypergeometric probability distribution formula, find
a. P(x = 2) b. P(x : 4) c. P(x s 1)

5.64 Let N : 16, r = 10, and n : 5. Using the hypergeometric probability distribution formula, hnd
a. P(x : 5) b. P(-r : 0) c. P(-r < 1)

! APPTICATIONS

5.65 An Intemal Revenue Service inspector is to select 3 corporations from a list of 15 for tax audit purposes. Of
the 15 corporations. 6 eamed profits and 9 incuned losses during the year for which the tax returns arc to be
audited. If the IRS inspector decides to select 3 corporatiom randomly, find the probability that the number
of corporations in these 3 that incuned losses during the year for which the tax retums are to be audited is

241

. i

a. exactly 2 b. none c. at most I
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